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THANKSGIVING IN ACTION

Pro-lifers multiply
New numbers show an increase
in the pro-life following

Life! will show you how to
celebrate the holidays
through giving

SEE PAGE 6 !

SEE PAGE 8

LU theatre rings in
Christmas season
"She Loves Me" plays out the
'loves conquers all' theme
SEE PAGE 4
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NYC firefighter brings WTC attacks
to18,life

Smith spoke to a crowd of nursing sitized to it," Smith said, It's like
and psychology students Nov. 11 at watching a Die Hard movie."
LU. He shared his first-hand experiHe also said that sharing
ence
of
Sept.
11
and
gave
a
step-byhis
experience and making
September 11,2001. Most Americans will never forget where they step account of the events of his day. others more aware has
were when they learned about the
"I feel like I was living a movie," been a healing experience
plane
crashes
at
the
World
Trade
Smith
said. "I feel like I lived it that for him.
By Robert Sisk
Center
and
Pentagon.
Today,
Ameriday
and
I feel like I live it every time
Rosie Taylor, assistant
NEWS REPORTER
cans answer the question "Where I think back on it."
professor of nursing who
Smith is now a police officer for invited Smith to share his
Former president of Ireland Mary Robin- were you on September 11?" like genson will be visiting Randolph Macon Women's erations before answered "Where the Lynchburg Police Department. experience, said that she
College (RMWC) on November 22 to receive were you when J.F.R. was shot?" He has shared his testimony in a respects that he is coping by
Although most can easily recall the variety of forums making others who sharing his story.
the Pearl S. Buck award.
details of that day when asked, many were not directly involved in the inciOnce a year, Randolph Macon Women's
College presents the Pearl S. Buck award to a do not think about it often enough, dent more aware of what happened.
"We've watched it so many hunwoman who exhibits a devotion to human according to former New York City
Please see FIREFIGHTER, page 3
dreds of times, we've become desenrights, care for children, and has positive vision firefighter Brian Smith.
of the world community. The Pearl S. Buck
SUSAN WIHTI.EY
award has been given to many other notable
human rights activists including prime minister of Bangladesh Sheikh Hasina, Philippine
president Corazon Aquino and Jehan Sadat.
This year the school has selected Robinson to
receive this award.
The award is named after a 1914 graduate
who made many contributions to the human
rights movement. Among her many achievements she founded an international adoption
agency called the Welcome House, which has
since been renamed the Pearl Buck foundation. Buck was also thefirstAmerican woman
to receive the Nobel peace prize for literature.
"Buck was well before her time," RMCWs
director of communications Michel Riser said.
Robinson was Ireland'sfirstfemale president and served from 1990-1997. During her
term she developed many economic ties with
other countries, focusing mainly on third
world countries that are in their developmental
stage and suffering from famine and disease.
After Robinson finished her term as president,
she joined the United Nations as High Commissioner from 1997 to 2002, visiting countries such as Cambodia, South Africa and
Rwanda. Robinson was also thefirstUN High
Commissioner to visit China.
Robinson has received more then 25
awards from other Human rights organizations for her commitment to humanity. Today
Robinson serves as the director of Ethical
Globalization Initiative whose goal is to
advance human rights around the world.
Robinson's acceptance speech is scheduled
to be at 2:30 p.m. and istitled"Human Rights
and Globalization."
"I think she will present a lot of ideas that
will be beneficial for the audience, even if you
don't agree with her," Riser said.
Robinson will also be participating in a
human rights discussion panel on November
21 along with other members of the RMWC
faculty. The Panel, as well as the award ceremony, is free and open to the public and
MA-IT TRENT
RMWC encourages anyone to come. "People
will be gratified if they come. It gives you a
REMEMBERING HEROES OF THE PAST— The D-Day Memorial has constnicted a wall to honor those who gave their lives on June 6,1944. Bronze plaques line
chance to step back and look at the larger
the wall to commemorate soldiers from the Allied and American Forces. Years of careful research have been conducted to carry out this on-going project
issues at hand," Riser said.
By Alicia Wotring
NEWS REPORTER

Day of Remembrance

Students explore history behind literature
that carried the early colonists to
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER
Virginia, the Susan Constant, DisOne of the best ways to learn covery, and Godspeed, presented a
something is to have the opportu- classroom experience unlike any
nity to experience it first-hand. On other.
"Seeing the context of the
November 7-9, students in Dr.
James Nutter's Early American Lit- Jamestown Settlement," said senior
erature class and students repre- Mark Jennings, "is what makes hissenting three honors societies: tory come alive." Jennings took
Sigma Tau Delta (English Honors advantage of interacting with
Society), Kappa Delta Pi (Education authentically costumed interpreters
Honors Society), and Phi Alpha at James Fort by asking many quesTheta (History Honors Society) tions at every opportunity.
traveled to historic Jamestown and
On Saturday, the group particiColonial Williamsburg.
pated in a guided three-hour tour of
After arriving on Friday morning Colonial Williamsburg, which was
in Jamestown, which was the first the bustling restored 18th century
permanent English settlement in capital of the Virginia colony.
America, the students wasted no
Of the many attractions viewed,
time as they participated in a two- none seemed more impressive than
hour guided tour of the Jamestown the Governor's Palace, which symSettlement led by Patty Smith.
bolized the royal authority within
The students first explored a the crown's largest colony. Eventurecreated Powhatan Indian Village, ally, Patrick Henry and Thomas Jefwhere they participated in hands-on ferson would reside in the palace
activities such as scraping fur from while they served as governors of
an animal skin using oyster shells.
Virginia.
The 18th century replica ships
The students came to understand
By Gabriel Wasson

.

how life in the 18th century operated
socially, politically, and economically. They also interacted with
authentically dressed tradesmen
and townsfolk to gain insight into
the workings of the legal system of
the colonies.
Senior Lydia Christoph stressed
how "important (it is) for English
majors to know the history behind
literature."
After the tour, the students had
the afternoon to themselves to have
lunch and visit various trade shops
where shoes, wigs, hats, and jewelry
were made.
The group then took advantage of
the Jamestown ferry by crossing the
James River to the Surrey House
Restaurant, where they had planned
on having dinner. Nutter was
impressed that the group had the
opportunity "to cross the James
River just as (the first colonists)
would've done."

Finance majors compete
in Fed Challenge
By Brian Long
NEWS REPORTER

Five senior finance students will embark on a trip to Richmond
today in order to compete in a state-wide Federal Reserve Bank challenge to report on the current state of the economy and give suggestions on how to maintain it.
The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond has invited eight different teamsfromsix universities to contend for first place in a test relying solely on knowledge of the Federal Reserve, the state of the economy, and monetary policy in the 2003 College Fed Challenge.
The six universities competing this year are Liberty University,
Virginia Tech, Virginia Commonwealth University, Old Dominion,
Washington and Lee, and Bridgewater College. Liberty University
placed second in itsfirsttimeperformance last year, losing out to Old
Dominion.
"We did a run-through last year," said Dr. Phillip O'Reilly, Associate Professor of Finance and Economics. "I have full confidence
that they'll represent the university veiy well."

Please see FINANCE, page 3
Please see FIELD TRIP, page 4
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The Price is Right
By Chris Price

History Department plans
for summer trip to Europe
ByJoeReHz

"It is never appropriate in any situation for a man over 13 to skip. I
don't care how happy you arc, it
should never be manifested in skipping. I don't care if you are given a
million dollars to skip for five feet.
Have a little pride and refuse."

There are times in a man's life when It is a little weird, but sometimes you
he makes mistakes and realizes that just have to find yourself watching
what he did was inappropriate. We all Beauty and the Beast trying not to sing
have these moments when we wish we along "Be our Guest."
could just crawl in a hole and disappear
Never yell "You the man." This is the
for a while. Sometimes though, we don't worst phrase of all time. It ranks right
realize that what we have done is inap- up there with "Oh no he didn't," and
propriate until well after the fact, and a "You go girl." "You the man" was once
sudden horrific realization comes upon an acceptable saying to yell at golf tourus that we have just done something naments, but now it should be stricken
that no one should do. This column from everyone's vocabulary.
serves as a helpful reminder of what not
It is unacceptable to ever request the
to do.
following artists at a record store:
Never wear spandex in public. It used Yanni, Kenny G, the Carpenters, Weird
to be acceptable for those involved in an Al, or any boyband. On the bubble, but
athletic event with required outfits, but still acceptable is Michael Bolton, Kenny
as America's obesity problem continues Loggins, or Tom Jones. You may get
to increase, the acceptable use of span- weird looks, but these are okay by me.
dex dwindles. The problem does not lie
Parents, it is never okay to dance in
with the super fit athletes who must public. Most parents were either born
wear these outfits to compete, it lies without, or slowly lost the gene that conwith those who either were once super trols rhythmic movement. Any time an
fit athletes, or in their own minds are fit oldie comes on in a restaurant or over
enough to wear it. As a wise man once the radio most parents go into a slow
said, "spandex is a privilege, not a right." painful looking set of movements that
Guys, never tell another man that the looks like the cross between an itch that
sweater he is wearing really brings out can't be reached and the beginning
the color in his eyes. It may sound like stages of a cardiac arrest. Someone
an innocent compliment at first, but the needs to save our parents from themawkward silence that follows will surely selves.
let you know that it was not.
Also, if you are over 30 it maybe time
It is rrever appropriate in any situa- to quit trying to keep up with the kid's
tion for a man over 13 to skip. I don't lingo. Youth pastors are notoriously bad
care how happy you are, it should not be for this. Many times they try to relate to
manifested in skipping. I don't care if the kids by saying things that they think
you are given a million dollars to skip kids will think is cool but only shows
for five feet. Have a little pride and that they are about five to ten years too
late. Youth pastors are still making Milli
refuse.
If you are a man, never go to a Disney Vanilli jokes and telling kids that it's
movie by yourself. Find a girl, bribe a "Hammer time."
neighbor's child, drag your grandma to
Hopefully with this list, you will be
the theater, but never go by yourself. able to avoid feeling like an idiot. When
Also shady, but acceptable on rare occa- it comes to inappropriate behavior, The
sions, is watching one with another guy. Price is Right.
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From $12.90*

From $29.90* 4cyl

Includes:
• Oil change
(up to 5 qts.Pen/oil 10W30)
• Replace Oil Filter
• Lubricate chassis
• FREE Brake & vehicle
maintenance inspection.

Includes:

Road

• Install new spark plugs
(platinum plugs add'l)
• Inspect, fillers, belts & hoses
• Other engine performance items
additional
• 12,000 miles. 12 month guarantee, whichever conies first.

(Across from Sheetz
Gas Station)

582-4500

The history department is planning to go
on a tour of Europe this summer, and they
will hold an informational meeting at
8:45p.m. Tuesday, November v l8.
The history department's international
studies program is planning to take the
trip from May 10 until May 18, 2004 as a
part of HIEU 497. The class is a summer
intensive course that studies European
culture and society since 1945.
The trip, however, is open to all students
and it is not a requirement that they take
the intensive. The only requirement is that
they keep up with the trip's itinerary.
One major goal of this trip is to "get students out and exposed to other cultures,"
Dr. Timothy Saxon, history professor and
trip leader, said.
The group is taking the trip under the
umbrella of the EF Educational Tours
Company. According to the company's
website, "our travel programs are
designed to bring lesson plans to life, to
break down barriers of culture and language, and to instill in students and
teachers a fresh global perspective."
The trip will start out with a morning
landing in Paris, France. While in Paris,
the group will visit the Louvre, the
world-renowned museum where art
forms such as the Mona Lisa are
held. They will also visit the Notre
Dame Cathedral, and of course, the
Eiffel Tower.
The group will then stop in
Lucerne, Switzerland, where the
participants will see such sights as
Lowendenkmal, a sandstone
statue that commemorates
the Swiss guards slain in the
1792 Paris storming
oftheTuileries.
Mark

Twain called the statue "the saddest and most
compassionate piece of rock on earth."
After organized sightseeing and a little free
time in Switzerland to sample the fine cuisine
and chocolates, the group will travel to
Munich, Germany. In Germany, students will
see, among other things, the two famous
castles
of
"Mad"
King
Ludwig,
Neuschwanstein
and
Linderhof.
Neuschwanstein was the real world inspiration for Disney's Magic Kingdom castle. On the ninth day, the group will go to
the international airport in Munich and
return home.
The trip will cost $1600 and will
include round-trip airfare, lodging, and
daily breakfast and dinner throughout the
trip. Students taking the intensive course
will still have to pay the normal tuition
fee for summer courses. The coursework
for HIEU 497 includes reading a book
about Europe since 1945 and articles
about current developments and business in the European Union in preparation for the trip.
"International study programs are a
good way for students to get to know
countries and professors, meet people,
and make contacts." Saxon said.
According to Saxon, LU is preparing to
revive the international studies program, and more trips like this will be
made possible.
Any students interested in participating in this educational tour of
Europe should contact Dr. Saxon
at extension 2376, or visit him during his office hours posted on the
door of TE 118. Also, extensive
information about the tour can
be found on EFtours.com, under
the "France, Germany, and the
Alps" travel plan.

OIL CHANGE
&LUBE

MAINTENANCE
TUNE-UP

Lynchburg

NI'.VVS REPORTER

Sara Foutz
Skincare Therapist

BRAKES and MORE* Hours: M-F 8-6; Sat 8-4 j
With coupon Expire* 1179/03

With coupon. Expire* 11 '29'03

30/60/90
SCHEDULED

BRAKE SPECIAL i
i From: $44.90* per axle.

Save $$

I

MAINTENANCE

Includes:
• Install new disc brake pads only
. From:
• Some foreign cars, trucks and
vans additional.
• Inspect rotors, turning
additional
• Free Brake inspection
• Inspect master cylinder and brake
hoses
I Includes:
• Add fluid as needed
I
6 & 8 cyl slightly higher.
• • Test-drive vehicle
• Semi-metallic pads additional.
I
Includes parts

159°

•Some vans, pick-ups, transverse and hard u> tune engines
additional.
Environmental Fee May Apply

ALLTUNE
TRANSMISSIONS

From: $69.90*

From:

39

• Free Road Test • Change Fluid •
•Adjust Linkage • Clean Screen •
•Parts Additional •

95i

Includes UMISI vehicles
Includes;
• Three-stage cleaning
• Save on costly repairs
• Recommended every 15,000
miles
• Fuel filter additional
• Reduce emissions

| • New air filter

| • New spark plugs
(platinum plugs additional)
.
• Cooling system service with new
unli-freeze (up to 1 gallon)
' • Transmission service & filter
" • Tire rotation
I • Clean & adjust brakes
\ • Repack wheel bearing

(if applicable)
Wiih coupon. Expire* 11/29 03

Wnli coupon. Expi

434-582-4588
101 Northwind Circle, Suite B
Lynchburg, VA 24502

With coupon. Expina 11/2*03

FUEL INJECTION i • Oil, lube & filler
• Maintenance Tune-Up
SERVICE
J • New PVC filler

Save your Transmission with
Preventative Maintenance

SALON

Free

Buy European facial,
get power facial
1/2 off

Dermalogica
samples

exp. 12/6/03

exp. 12/6/03

Willi coupon. Expire* I l/2lM>3

Investment

Attention Students:

properties,

first time home b u y e r s ,

Did you know that if you bought a home and
got 3 or 4 of your friends to live with you, that
you could average about $300 profit?

or j u s t s e l l i n g y o u r h o m e -

Mobile

Attention Graduates:

(434)444-1971

Call Philip
Pantana Jr.
for all your
Real Estate
needs!

Did you know that buying a home is very
easy to do with the new easy loans available? All you need is a driver's license and
no money down. Don't waste your money
renting. Call now for info!

\
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S.U.R.F. calls
for student
research papers
By Nathan Mace
NEWS REPORTER

SUSAN WIIITI.KY

SIGNING UP— College-for-a-Weekenders sign upfora weekend of college experiences. Activities included a hockey game, concert and
football game against Coastal Carolina.
By Justin Faulconer
NEWS REPORTER

liberty University once again reached
out to possible future students with College-for-a-Weekend that took place this
past Thursday through Sunday.
"We had about 700 to 750 kids coming in that are prospective students, as
well as 200 parents and youth pastors,"
Kirk Handy, Director of the Visitor's Center, said.
The four-day event's activities
included a Friday night concert in the
Schilling Center featuring "Everyday
Sunday," a hockey game in Roanoke, and
the Flames' football game on Saturday
against Coastal Carolina. There was also
a luncheon for the parents at 11:30 a.m.
on Friday hosted by Dr. Falwell.
"It took a team effort from a lot of
departments to bring an event like this
together," stated Steve Amburgey, the
Director for College-for-a-Weekend.

"Student Life, Housing and the Admissions Office—they all play a crucial role in
bringing this thing together,." Amburgey
said.
According to Amburgey s, the Visitor's
Center sent out people to pick up groups
of 30 to 40 people from the local airport
and train station. The center had artwork
put on two of their vans that displayed
Liberty sports, academics and buildings.
Handy said that it was Dr. Falwell's idea
to make the vans more professional.
The prospective students and other
guests arrived on Thursday and went
through registration in the Grand Lobby
of the Arthur S. DeMoss Learning Center.
They received their packet, housing
assignments and a schedule of what they
would be doing all weekend. There was a
welcome rally in the Schilling Center that
evening, followed by hall meetings in the
dorms where the visitors would be spending the night with the on-campus students.

Friday was a big day as the prospective
students were given the opportunity to sit
in on classes, go to convocation and eat
lunch in the dining hall. On Friday they
had the option of a concert, a hockey
game or possibly even an opera. They also
got to stay up late in the dorms and build
friendships with the current students.
"I learned a lot about the Christian
atmosphere a college campus can actually
have," explained Jonathan Rashid, a senior at Cedar Crest High School in
Lebanon, Pennsylvania. "It was cool to
see classes opened in prayer and I liked
the size of the campus, as well as the fact
that resources were very accessible and
simply laid out."
Amburgey says that as soon as the
college-for-a-weekenders return home,
they'll receive a letter of thanks for their
attendance and participation. For the
ones who have yet to apply, a letter of
encouragement enclosed with an application will be sent.

Surfs up! It is time to
put away the boards and
break out the pen and
paper. Student Undergraduate Research Forum
a.k.a.S.U.R.F. is here.
Every once in while
there is a time that we are
able to show our talents
off. This may be your very
chance. Academic excellence is having a showdown on February 14,
2004 at Lynchburg College
and it is called S.U.R.F.
Four local Lynchburg
colleges, including Liberty
University, are participating in the undergraduate
research forum. The other
colleges include: Randolph
Macon Women's College,
Lynchburg College, and
Sweet Briar College. These
four colleges are inviting
competitive papers for program sessions addressing
issues in communications
from several areas including: speech communications, mass communication, film, rhetoric, graphic
design, interpersonal communications,
ad/public
relations and more. A
research committee will

evaluate the papers anonymously.
The papers are an
attempt to show the students' perspectives of different philosophies.
It
is proactive academics
brought together. "It gives
opportunity to share communication theory from
our Christian perspective
with other schools coming
from other perspectives,"
said Dr. Cecil Kramer,
Chairman of Communication Studies. "It is very
professional. It is what we
do in graduate level, and
that we can do it in undergraduate level is just
super."
Any student is able to
participate in the event,
the deadline is Dec. 16.
The maximum length is 25
pages,
double-spaced.
Papers any longer will not
be considered. Paper submissions must include a
title page showing authors'
names, complete mailing
address, telephone number, email address, and any
A/V requirements. For
questions on information
contact Dr. Cecil Kramer at
582-2111.

Firefighter: illustration of heroes Finance: Competition
Continued from page 1

"If we discredit an event, that's an unhealthy
coping mechanism, as is avoidance of it," said
Taylor.
Students also enjoyed hearing his testimony.
"It really let me put a face and a person with
what happened," freshman Joanna McMillian
said.
Smith was afirefighterand emergency medical technician who worked for a special operations unit in Brooklyn at the time of 9/11. He was
just completing a shift and was walking out to his
car when he and his partner heard thefirstplane
crash into the north tower. He was one of the first
firefighters to respond.
When he and his partner arrived, they worked
to provide medical assistance until the collapse of
the south tower. They had set up the triage in a
fire station just across the street from the south
tower. After it collapsed, they and others were hit
by a concussion wave and trapped by debris.
Smith and his partner then worked to evacuate people out of the back of the firehouse until
the collapse of the north tower, when they once
again experienced a concussion wave and debris.

Smith attributes his survival to the grace of
God. Smith said after he survived the second collapse, it was as if God were telling him that He
wasn't through with him yet.
Afterwards, Smith was taken to the hospital
where he learned that his father, who had also
been afirefighter,had been in the north tower
when it collapsed.
Although it has been over two years since the
attack on the World Trade Center, many of those
involved are still recovering. Many people, including Smith's father, have not been positively identified among the dead. Families and loved ones of
the victims, as well as people like Smith who were
directly involved in the event, still deal with it on
a daily basis.
"The main reason why I like to do this (is)
because I want to keep thisfreshin the minds of
every single person out there," Smith said. "I don't
think I'll ever be able to keep it fresh in your
minds the way it is in mine, because I think about
it all thetime.I think about it every night when I
go to sleep. When I close my eyes, I ran myself
through a couple minutes of that day. I'm constantly reminded of it, but in a good way."

Thefivestudents attending the Fed Challenge are David Harra, Rachel Hammerlich,
Kenny Watson, Stephanie Bryant and Marie
Erickson. They are all senior business majors
specializing in finance.
"We've been training for over a month and
a half as a group," Watson said. He will speak
on inflation and consumer confidence for the
team. "The group last year did really well and
set the standard for what we are to accomplish
this year. Without a doubt, we have the capability and guidance to exceed that standard."
The group will do a 20-minute presentation, and then they will face questions by a
panel ofjudges who are economists that work
for the Federal Reserve Bank. They will be
judged on knowledge of the current economy,
presentation skills, teamwork, and responses
to judges' questions.
"We are ready for the challenge," Harra
said, another representative for the team. "We
are competing with several teams from all
over the area, and it is a good time to learn
about monetary policy."

The Federal Reserve Bank puts on the College Fed Challenge for several reasons. The
first is to increase students' awareness and
understanding of the unique role of the Federal Reserve in the economy. The second reason is to promote greater interest in economics
as a subject for undergraduate and graduate
study and as the basis for a future career. The
Federal Reserve Bank also hopes to develop
students' research, cooperation, presentation
and critical thinking skills and to develop a
closer relationship between the college community and the Federal Reserve Bank.
The group did a practice presentation to a
business class and then endured a series of
tough questions by O'Reilly and Robert
Rencher, a finance professor. The team
learned from their practice and used it as
preparation for the real event on Tuesday.
O'Reilly and the students will depart from
campus on Tuesday morning and will spend
the day at the Federal Reserve Bank. They
will then find out how they did via e-mail
when the judges are done making their decisions.

"We Do It All For You!"
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"She Loves Me" ushers in the Field Trip: A taste
Christmas season with 30's feel of the colonial past
Continued from page 1

By Ashley Haygood
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Coming this Christmas season, the theatre department
of LU will present its heart-warming musical, "She Loves
Me."
Set in the 1930's, the play is "a musical version of You've
Got Mail'," commented Director Linda Nell Cooper.
The two lead characters work together in a perfume
shop, but as the storyline goes, hate each other. Unbeknownst to them, is that they are falling in love with one
another through letter writing.
The musical follows four couples through the ups and
downs of love.
"We wanted to do this musical to get the students in the
Christmas spirit. It's a feel-good show," Cooper said.
About five years ago, Liberty presented big Christmas
productions, but since Cooper became involved in the Living Christmas Tree at Thomas Road Baptist Church, the
seasonal plays at Liberty had dwindled in past years.
"We're hoping to make it a tradition. We're even already
looking at doing 'A Christmas Carol' next year," Cooper
said.

KR1STF.N HlLLER

RUNNING LINES— Brad Southards and Nathan Lynch ran
through a scene; both have had to leam new choreography.

KRISTI'.N Hll.l.l K

LEADING OFF— David Zmmennan and Ashley Wassonrehearsefor
their upcoming performance. They will play the lead couple.

The musical also includes tap dancing, a first for many
of the cast. "The tap dancing adds a lot. The show is up-beat
and fun-loving," freshman lead Brad Southards said.
Practices for the musical began October 19, after Ragtime ended. The cast numbers 22, most of which are upperclassmen, two are freshmen.
Senior David Zimmerman also has a lead in the play and
commented that, "the greatest thing, whether you're performing or coming to see the play, is the fact that you
understand the situation of the show; the fact that love conquers all. When we get past the hi's and hello's of everyday
life, there could really be a connection between you and
another person. Everyone can truly relate to that and it
makes it worth while to come to the show."
The musical opens December 5 at 7:30 p.m. and runs
through December 13, with other showtimes as follows:
Dec. 6 (2 p.m. & 7 p.m.), Dec. 11 and 12 (7 p.m.) and Dec. 13
at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.. Tickets are $6 for students and can
be purchased at the box office.
"It will allow students a chance to forget about exams
and a chance to have fun," Cooper commented.
For next semester a musical version of "The Count of
Monte Cristo," written by Cooper, is in the works. Music for
the piece comes from the same composer as Rebel Cry.
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BROWNSTONE

Many of the students and
professors ordered some of
the regional dishes, one of
which was peanut soup, a
creamy soup full of bits of
Virginia peanuts.
t Back at their hotel, the
B*est Western Patrick Henry
(some students were disappointed when they found out
Patrick Henry hadn't stayed
there), the group relaxed and
hung out together by playing
Mafia.
On Sunday morning, the
students attended a service
at the Bruton Parish Church.
Dating from 1715, many of
our founding fathers worshiped there including
Thomas Jefferson, George
Washington, James Madison, and George Mason.
After the group was seated
in the South Gallery, which
was reserved for the various
speakers of the House of
Burgesses and the College of
William and Mary faculty,
the church leadership recognized the group of Liberty
students in attendance.
Attending Bruton Parish
Church enabled the students
to learn about the roles of
church and state in the 18th
century in relation to the
Anglican Church.
Following the service, the
group took a guided tour of
the College of William and
Mary. The tour guide provided the group with many
interesting details of the college's history.
The tour centered on the
Wren Building, which was

designed by one of England's
leading
architects,
Sir
Christopher Wren.
The
Wren Building is considered
to be the oldest academic
building in the country that
is still in use today.
The final attraction on the
group's agenda was a guided
tour of the Berkeley Plantation. The Berkeley Plantation is one of the nation's
most historic plantations. It
is also the birthplace of Benjamin Harrison, signer of the
Declaration of Independence, and President Harrison, "Old Tippecanoe."
On Dec. 4, 1619, 38 settlers from Europe landed in
Berkeley, Virginia and gave
thanks in what is considered
to be the first official
Thanksgiving. Many of the
students were interested in
learning that "Taps" was
composed at Berkeley when
Union General McClellan
was headquartered there in
1862.
The literary field trip provided the students an experience where they were able to
put into context the way the
early settlers and colonists
lived and worked.
"Hanging out with peers,
professors, and potential
future colleagues is what I
enjoyed the most on the
trip," junior English Joseph
Alderson said. Many of the
students agreed that it was
so beneficial to know the history behind the literature
they had read in class. Dr.
Nutter summed up the trip
best by saying it was "enriching."

Responding to the question: What is that?

Dining & Reception Hall
(formerly Jeanne's)

amdy dtyle

Menu

Choice of two entrees:
f Beef 1'ips with Onions • Oven Fried Chicken
Honey Baked Ham • Fried Flounder
% Side dishes include:
Whipped Potatoes • Green Beans • Stuffing '
Cole Slaw • Cinnamon Apples • Biscuits
Fruit Cobbler with Ice Cream
Assorted Beverages
All items offered for one inclusive price, (tax included)
Adults
$12
Children under 12
$6
2 and under
FREE
Private Rooms available for Wedding Receptions,
Private Parties and Business Meetings.
Separate Menus Available.
• Hours: "Wehiescay - ddturhiy 4:30-5:30 j>.in.
dunbiVf rNoon-1.00 ji.m.
10 Minutes from £ynchbun\ on 'Route 460 'East

We Proudly Offer*
• Single Family Homes
• Townhomes/ Apartments
• Short Term Rentals
• Optional Washer/Dryer
• Call for current Specials

Visit us online at
www.brownstoneproperties.com
For a complete listing
of available properties.

385-1025
1658 Graves Mill Road
email: info@brownstoneproperties.com

434-993-2475

SUSAN WHITLEY

PERCHED HIGH OVERHEAD — The device was installed on
the side of DeMoss Hall above the court yard just over a
week ago. Information Services is using it to test the potential for certain wireless Internet technologies.

Operation Christmas Child
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Easy as 1, 2, 3
1. Get a shoe box
2. Fill it with hope for a child in need
3. Send Joy to the World!
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Boxes & Labels in the Champion Office downstairs in DeMoss.
GIFTS DUE NOVEMBER 20TH!
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Jesus is Awesome: The man behind the mantra
By Ricky Hardison

done," he said in reference to his high became dean in 1996, and the school
school years as an athlete. "I've never has now grown to have over 1800
been inhibited." As a result, he sees students (500 on-campus, 1300
Jesus is Awesome is the title of that his greatest strength is his bold- through the distance learning proone of his books, the name of his ness and ability to encourage. On the gram).
flip side, if he could change one thing
ministry, and the slogan for his life.
"In 10 years I want it to be one of
As dean of Liberty's seminary and about himself, he said that he would the largest centers for training pastors all over the world," he said.
former senior campus pastor, Dr. like to become more patient.
Danny Lovett is known on campus
During his time as dean, Lovett
"There's not another one like
for his energetic classes, evangelistic him," Dr. Falwell recently com- also served as campus pastor from
giftedness and extensive scripture mented in convocation.
2000-2002. However, the demands
memorization. Simply put,
of both jobs
he consumes the Bible like
forced him to
he does meat and potagive up this later
toes—his favorite foods.
role. "This semiThis is the desire that he "My goal is to be used to the best of my
nary's goal is to
wants to impart to stucome along side
dents. "I want to help you abilities to bring glory and honor to Jesus the church to
become the best you can in whatever I do," he said. "I want to be a fulfill the Great
be."
Commission."
cheerleader for Jesus."
One of the
As an evangelist. "My
ways that Lovett
passion is for the Word. I
comes alongside
study it, preach it and
this vision is by
Because of his personality, Lovett teaching various courses at LU. Not
memorize it," he said. Memorizing
scripture "gave me an intimate rela- never remembers struggling to share only does he teach Christian Life and
tionship with Christ, and it equipped the gospel, but he recognizes that this Evangelism, but he also teaches two
me to share the gospel with power." is not the case for everyone.
doctorate level courses in leadership
Accordingly, this evangelist and in evangelistic preaching.
Lovett, 49, got saved as a teenager
and began hiding God's Word in his encourages others who are more
heart as an undergraduate student at timid to "hide the Word of God in
As a family man. In addition to
Liberty. In 1976 he was required to your heart so that you can 'always be being an evangelist, dean and profesmemorize five verses per week for his prepared to give an answer to every- sor, Lovett is a husband and father of
evangelism class, a course that he one who asks you to give the reason three: Eric, 30, Mary, 18, and
would be destined to teach 20 years for the hope that you have'" (1 Pet. Stephanie, 15. His oldest daughter
later. Since then he's been commit- 3:15).
will be enrolling in Liberty in the fall
ting several verses to memory each
He believes that people will listen of 2004.
week. "It's my greatest tool in min- to those who are passionate about the
His wife, Susan, assists him often
istry," he claimed.
Scripture. "But his word was in mine in his ministry, especially when it
Lovett's traveling evangelistic heart as a burningfireshut up in my comes to giving students love advice.
ministry, Jesus is Awesome, Inc., bones," (Jer. 20:9) Lovett quoted, "She's my best friend and my greatest
began about 10 years ago, and he has and "people will come watch you asset in ministry."
burn!"
preached it in over 400 churches.
Lovett lost hisfirstwife, Becky, in
Prior to his fulltime evangelism, 1981 to a severe asthma attack. He
He said that his most memorable
evangelistic meeting was at a Lovett pastored Open Door Baptist had only been the pastor of Open
Danville revival in the mid 90s. The Church in Tuscaloosa, Ala., for 14 Door for two weeks when Becky, his
wife of nine years, died in his arms.
crusade at Westover Baptist Church, years.
After this tragedy, Lovett admits to
which was scheduled to run from
Sunday through Wednesday, ended
As a dean. Lovett came on staff asking God, "Why?" However, he
up lasting 25 days. The church had at Liberty in 1993 as director of pas- believes that this ordeal strengthened
been praying and fasting, and Lovett toral training. Three years later he him spiritually, for it made him rely
reported that true revival broke out. became the dean of the seminary, on God's promises.
Within a year, Lovett remarried.
The church of 300 members dou- and he currently preaches each weekbled in size in the year following the end in local churches and represents Susan's love for the Lord and her love
for ministry attracted her to him.
meeting, and most of the new mem- the seminary.
bers were also new converts. "That's
"My main purpose as Dean of the "She's a great speaker, writer and
something you can'tjust work up. Ifs Seminary," he said, "is to network singer who loves ministry. We coma God thing."
with churches to raise money and plement one another well."
"I've always been passionate and recruit students."
enthusiastic about everything I've
As a scholar. He received his
And this he has done well. He
NEWS REPORTER

I

education from a variety of places.
After graduating from Liberty with
an undergraduate degree in education and a Master's in biblical counseling, he went on to earn an M.Div.
from Luther Rice Seminary. Later,
after he entered the pastorate, he
earned his doctoratefromReformed
Theological Seminary in Jacksonville, Miss. He wrote his dissertation on "Pastoral Training for the 21st
Century."
Lovett has also authored numerous books. His most recent is Rod of
the Spirit. In this work, Lovett walks
readers through Old Testament stories and through some of his own
life's trials. He said that it is "a practical book on how to live and walk in
the Spirit."
He, along with Dr. John Borek
and Dr. Elmer Towns, is co-authoring Models ofLeadership. The book

is scheduled to be in print in March of
2005.
Lovett says that his greatest mentor has been Dr. Jerry Falwell. "He
taught me to keep my familyfirstand
that nothing is impossible with God."
He also looks up to Spurgeon and
Moody as his favorite theologians,
namely because they were also passionate evangelists.
Outside of the classroom, Lovett
enjoys riding his Harley Davidson
around the country. He fell in love
with street bikes six years ago when
he rode one at an LU parade, and he
bought one the next day.
But the most important trip he
takes each day is his trip to the Scriptures. "My goal is to be used to the
best of my abilities to bring glory and
honor to Jesus in whatever I do," he
said. "I want to be a cheerleader for
Jesus."

Last Chance to Advertise this semester!
Our last issue publishes after break, on Dec. 9th.
Advertising deadline, Dec. 3rd.
Call (434)582-2128 today!

W««'f sec your special s*wieo«e
forauiwle?
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JEN SUNSHINE

a ci*4le t>u<M)^SFC adult
and loving it! Love
to lay around and take in the
world around me.
Domino

^ t u t y is J o o ^
*SFC, only 4 1/2 months old, looking
for good home. Very curious about
everything, and would love to learn
about life with you!

Misha

*SFC, fixed and ready to go home with you.
Come pick me up so we can cuddle and play!

Misty

*SFC, adult who lives to curl up on the couch for the
evening. Up to date with all my shots and ready to
go home with you!

Willow

>ciing effort* °
Give us a call!

3305 Naval Reserve Rd.

Gwatw Lynchburg

Lynchburg, VA 24501-1438

mimiorHVMkNm

(434)846-1438

Working to ensure a cleaner community
*SFC=Single Female Cat
Adopters must be at least 18 years old, have a valid Virginia State ID, and have the property owner'
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1117 Virginia Street, Lynchburg, VA 24504
434-528-3774
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Commentary
Does receiving government The new pro-choice tactic
aid encourage compromise?
In Florida, Jupiter Christian School is being have avoided the plethora of federal regulasued by 18-year-old Jeffrey Woodard as a tions and intrusions by prohibiting the use of
result of his expulsion.
According to federal student grant and loan programs.
Woodard, the school expelled him after he Consequently, they are not obligated and presadmitted he was gay in a confidential conver- sured to adhere to federal education dictates.
sation he had with his Bible teacher. A school
As of the mid 1970s, Bob Jones University
official then contacted his mother, Carol (BJU), in South Carolina, enforced a discrimiGload, to meet and discuss her son's sexual natory policy in which interracial dating and
orientation. Gload states that the school told marriage among students and faculty was
her that her son had three options: he could strictly prohibited. In 1975, derived from its
receive counseling for his problem, voluntarily interpretation of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the
withdraw from the school, or face expulsion. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) revoked BJU's
Gload told the South Florida
tax exemption status because
Sun-Sentinel, "I didn't think
of its discriminatory interraJeffrey needed therapy...so
cial policy. In Bob Jones
when I explained he doesn't
University v. United States
need help for anything, he
(1983), the U.S. Supreme
knows who he is, they ...
Court in an 8-1 ruling decided
expelled him."
that the IRS was legally justified in withholding BJU's taxWhat is interesting about
exempt status because the
this particular instance of
school's policies constituted
alleged discrimination is that
racial discrimination.
Jupiter Christian School
accepts education funds gabrielwasson
So we come back to this
through Florida's voucher
issue of whether or not acceptprogram. Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act ing government aid (e.g. loans, grants, VTAG)
prohibits discrimination based on race, color, automatically indicates a level of compromise
or national origin (not sexual orientation) and for a private (specifically Christian) college or
is applicable to any entity that is the recipient university. Will securing government subsidy
of federal financial assistance. Furthermore, force a college to surrender its independence?
Title DC of the Act prohibits discrimination In Wickard v. Filburn (1942), the U.S.
based on sex. Howard Burke, executive direc- Supreme Court asserted, "It is hardly lack of
tor of the Florida Association of Christian due process for the government to regulate
Colleges and Schools, contends, "Christian that which it subsidizes."
schools do not have to compromise their bibliThe scope of this issue takes on a personal
cal standards to accept a child on a voucher." meaning when applied to policies at Liberty
The underlying issue of this controversy is University (LU). In 1992, the Virginia State
compromise in regards to government aid, and Council of Higher Education determined that
a voucher program is but one manifestation of LU would still be eligible for tuition-assistance
it. Do religious schools open themselves up to providing that LU adhered to "significant" polcompromise by adhering to federal regulation? icy adjustments. These policy adjustments
For sake of clarity, school voucher programs were only cosmetic, for example, "chapel"
are systems that allocate state or federal funds being renamed to "convocation." But LU
to the parents of private school children to always maintained that it was improper for the
compensate for educational expenses. government to require such changes. Then,
Receiving vouchers is typically not contingent in 2000, the Virginia Supreme Court agreed
upon the choice of private school, whether it is with LU, reversed itself and ruled in the
religious or not. At the collegiate level, schol- "regent" case that "pervasively religious" instiarships, federal loans, and grants are avenues tutions of higher education in Virginia (like
tantamount to voucher programs that provide LU) are entitled to the same government aid as
students with financial aid. Moreover, anoth- non-religious institutions. This means that
er example of how Christian colleges receive LU is again free to call chapel by its right name.
One has to consider that LU has made an
government aid is demonstrated in receiving
effort to "head-off any possibilities of regulaand applying tax-exempt status.
If accepting government money means tion and the resulting consequences. I'll be
adhering to government regulation, then, for the first to say that I'm proud of LU's
example, does a Christian college that accepts Christian approach to teaching and instrucgovernment money force a level of compro- tion. I'm merely contending that as a univermise? In other words, will government money sity, we may have a problem with government
that is accepted by a college result in a loss of aid and conflicting regulation. The case can
independence?
Grove City College, in be made that the Virginia Supreme Court will
Pennsylvania, and Hillsdale College, in one day reverse itself again and LU could conMichigan, are two colleges that have avoided ceivably be mandated to conform to certain
the threat of federal regulation by prohibiting regulations that would be inconsistent with
any form of government financial aid. These LUs historic Christian foundation and tradicolleges considered that regulation would tion. We need to be aware of that responsiinevitably force compromise, and as a result, bility and understand that as a last resort we
determined to remain independent of any may have to follow the lead of Grove City
potential
government
intervention. College and Hillsdale College in order to preRegulation can lead to the government's serve our Christian foundation. As English
encroachment into higher education by way of playwright George Bernard Shaw once said,
questioning and reforming the college's rea- "Those who pay the piper generally call the
soning and rationale, and these two colleges tune in the long run."
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November 5 marked a focused on the propagation of November Gang counselor
huge victory for the pro-life one key idea: the destruction did not assuage her fears
movement. The signing of the of a fetus is not the same as through assurances that
abortion was not murder.
Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act the destruction of a life.
Though it has taken some Instead, she asked, "Do you
signified the biggest federal
restriction on abortion since time, that house of cards has think there are any things
the procedure became legal in finally begun to collapse that God considers complete1973. It was a proud moment under the weight of the moral ly unforgivable?" Of course,
for many in the pro-life com- and medical arguments for this type of question is not
munity as the President they life. Rather than looking to designed to encourage contemplation on the forgiveness
helped elect signed into law
of God; it is designed to
the fruition of their efforts.
manipulate the woman's conMany of us here at Liberty
science and cause her to diswere especially proud to know
regard the moral law written
that our chancellor, Dr. Jerry
on her heart.
Falwell, was on hand for the
event. And while it is only
The danger posed by this
right to savor the victory, we
strategy is that it disarms tramust remember that the fight
ditional pro-life arguments
is not over.
before they are even made.
The sick practices of groups
Less than one hour after
like the November Gang
President Bush signed the jeremybroggi
emphasize the personhood of
ban, U.S. District Judge
Richard Kopf issued an support it however, many in the victim. In doing so, the
injunction against the new the pro-choice movement are abortion debate is successfullaw in Nebraska. Judges in abandoning that foundation ly refrained from "is abortion
New York and San Francisco and are seeking to build on an murder," to "is murder always
are scheduled to hear similar entirely new one: that the wrong." If peace is made with
cases within the week. destruction of life is not the greater of these two evils,
Though the President prom- always immoral.
then the soul is safely inocuised to "vigorously defend this
The September 2003 issue lated from any disease of conlaw against any who would try of Glamour recounts the science concerning the lesser.
to overturn it in the courts," story and philosophy of a
Thankfully, it is doubtful
the outcome of the upcoming group of abortion providers that many Americans are
legal battle is still very much calling
themselves
the ready to accept that shift just
in question.
^^^^^^
yet.
However,
More insidithere may come a
"If peace is made with the
ous than the battime when it does
tles to be fought
greater of these two evils, then not seem so great
in the courts will
a stretch. The
the soul is safely inoculated
be the battles
work of groups
fought in the
the
from any disease of conscience like
hearts
and
November Gang
concerning the lesser."
minds of the
is a giant step in
American peothat direction.
ple. The passage of the Partial "November Gang." Rather That is why it is so important
Birth Abortion Ban Act is than insisting a fetus is not a for pro-lifers not to give up
indicative of the growing level life, November Gang clinics any of the ground that has
of discomfort that most acknowledge it through the been won.
Americans feel with this grue- use of words like "baby,"
The sanctity of human life
some form of abortion, and if "killing," and "God" when is always worth defending
recent polls are accurate, counseling patients. They because life is a precious gift
abortion in general. More and allow their patients to pray from God that has infinite
more Americans are coming over and baptize the dead value. The signing of the.
to grips with the reality that a baby after the abortion is per- Partial Birth Abortion Ban
"fetus" is really a human formed, and even encourage Act marked a huge triumph
being, and as they do, the pro- the women to write letters to for the legal recognition of
choice movement is being their unborn children. When that value. However, the
forced to change its tactics.
one woman in the Glamour current victory does not sigEver since the passage of story worried that by having nal a time to rest; it signals a
Roe v. Wade, the efforts of an abortion she would be time to press on and continabortion advocates have been "killing my baby," the ue the fight.

Finding value on the Internet: five
places to go for truthful information
In collegiate America, Christian students America is built." David
Barton,
live in a culture that embraces immorality, Wallbuilders' founder, has researched and
rejects and mocks their faith, and is filled written numerous articles regarding the
with incorrect or biased information. Because Constitution and the faith of America's
of this, it is imperative that they seek out founding fathers. This site is valuable to
truthful information so that they can live a Christian college students because they need
godly life and make intelligent and logical to be aware of the truth of America's heritage,
arguments to defend their beliefs in this sec- which is not being told in the mainstream
ular culture. Here are five
culture. It is also important
websites that will be extremebecause of recent rulings and
ly helpful in this pursuit.
constitutional debates hapBoundless.org
pening in the courts.
Boundless is a webzine
Aclj.org
specifically for Christian colThis site belongs to the
lege students that is part of
American Center for Law
Focus on the Family minand Justice, a non-profit law
istries. It has articles on such
firm that seeks to protect the
relevant topics as spiritual
civil liberties of Christians in
growth, ethical questions,
America. Their site provides
legal
battles
involving j U l i a s e y i T l O U r
important
information
Christians, relationships, and
regarding recent court cases,
entertainment. The articles are honest and and explains the rights that Christians are
insightful looks into real issues that students entitled to by law. When people are unaware
are dealing with. The site also has an article of their legal rights, it is not difficult for those
archive that enables readers to find more rights to be stolen away. This is why it is
information on specific topics. College stu- important that all Christians know what
dents should read Boundless in order to stay rights they have and who to contact if they
informed regarding current events, as well as
are being deprived of their freedoms.
for personal spiritual growth.
Pluggedinonline.com
Answersingenesis.org
This is an entertainment review site from
This is a creation science site from the Focus on the Family dedicated to giving the
Answers in Genesis organization. On it, facts about music, movies, and television
Christians can learn the information they along with a Christian position on the values
need in order to defend the biblical world- they present. Entertainment is a big part of
view against the mainstream secular and American culture, and all too often it is full
evolutionary views. There are numerous of things Christians should not be putting
articles to read about creation science, as into their minds. Christians have a responsiwell as short webcasts to listen to. All of bility to guard their hearts and minds, so
their resources take a literal, biblical stand this website gives the information necessary
on scientific issues. This is a vital site for to make the right decision about a movie,
college students who frequently must television show, or CD.
defend the biblical creation account against
Clearly, the Internet has many other
evolutionary theory.
valuable resources to assist Christian colWallbuilders.com
lege students living in secular America, but
According to the site, "Wallbuilders is an these five websites are a good foundation
organization dedicated to the restoration of for students who are seeking knowledge
the moral and religious foundation on which and understanding.
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Opinion

"Everyone born after 1973 was born only
because someone 'chose' to let her be born.
That is a sobering realization indeed."
Dr. Karen Prior
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

A generation for life
Pro-life support grows in a generation of survivors
Gary Bauer, Jerry Falwell, Jesse Helms and
James Dobson: all of these
men are staunch advocates
of the pro-life movement.
However, another thing
they have in common is
that they are stereotypical
older, white men. Feminist
abortion advocates such as
Planned
Parenthood presisaralesley
dent Gloria Feldt, National
Organization for Women president Kim Gandy, and ACLU
president Nadine Strossen, all use their gender as a tactic to
defend their cause, and their point is somewhat valid. These
men cannot argue from personal experience because they will
never be faced with an unexpected pregnancy or an abortion.
But it's not the "white middle-aged males" that concerns
abortion advocates today.
While Christian campuses such as this one are predominantly pro-life, recent surveys at secular universities show the
pro-life movement is growing. The New York Times reported
last March in its article, "Surprise Mom: I'm Against Abortion," that the pro-choice movement is losing ground among
America's youth. "A study of American college freshman
shows that support for abortion rights has been dropping
since the early 1990s." The article cited a poll conducted by
the University of California in Los Angeles, which found that
students who support abortion dropped 13 percent from a
decade ago, while a New York Times/CBS poll in January
revealed a 10 percent drop. Even the pro-choice groups' own
numbers indicate that they are losing the battle. A private survey by the Pro-Choice Public Education Project revealed that
"from 1998-2001 there was a 7 percent decrease, to 57 percent, in women ages 16-25 who described themselves as pro. cttoice" (Time 1/21/03).
This rising class of pro-life young people is bringing an
aoice "experience" argument.
> Feldt, Gandy and Strossen
ao longer faced with aboryounger Americans do.

S D 6 Q

"I'm looking forward to
going home and having a
turkey dinner, with football
on.
-Thomas Sutton, Fr.
Virginia Beach, Va.

Jennifer Baumgardner, a young member of Planned Parenthood and co-author of Manifesta: Young Women, Feminism
and the Future, admits that this is their biggest problem. "I've
been in meetings where feminists activists make no attempt
to really listen to young women," she said in Time magazine.
How can these women possibly relate to us? Our generation is the first generation of children that was threatened in
our mother's wombs. Feldt, Gandy and Strossen all were protected by law before they were born, but we could have died
before taking our first breath without consequence. We are
survivors of a silent war that killed millions of children to the
"convenience" our parents, and these women are at the forefront of it.
Also, the major argument to legalize abortion in the 60s
and 70s was that abortion would solve the problems in our
society, but it is obvious to the post-i?oe v. Wade generation
that abortion has caused more problems and hurt more
women, not to mention claimed innocent lives. Many of us
know someone who has suffered the pain of an abortion. This
generation knows the horrible effects of abortion, both physically and mentally.
For the most part, the media does not report on this growing pro-life trend of American's youth. Pro-life organizations
are springing up across the world, and the newest ones are
comprised of mostly young adults. National Teens for Life,
Rock for Life, and American Collegians for Life all are spinoff organizations from larger groups such as the American
Life Action League and the National Right to Life Coalition.
"We have to realize that what students learn and decide in college will influence them the rest of their lives," said Michael
Sheehan, the vice president of American Collegians for Life.
One of the newer organizations that has been making headlines is Generation Life.
About a month ago, I had the opportunity to sit down with
Rev. Pat Mahoney, the Director of the Christian Defense
Coalition, and pick his brain. The 46-year-old Irishman
talked about bis experience in Dublin, Ireland at an international pro-life conference. Mahoney, who was the keynote
speaker, was the youngest of the American speakers. All
other speakers from around the world were in their 20s.
Mahoney said that he realized that America needed a promi-

nent pro-life organization led by American youth.
Three years ago, Mahoney's vision became a reality when
he helped start Generation Life at the 2000 Republican
National Convention. He told me several stories of leading
pro-life rallies comprised of young adults in the streets of New
York City and Philadelphia.
"It was just an amazing
opportunity," he said, adding that Generation Life is now
planning the largest pro-life youth rally in American history.
Next October, Mahoney wants to see one million young people
rally in Washington, D.C. to show their support for the prolife cause.
"Generation Life is a great way to join the fight for life," said
Devon Gallagher, marketing director for the organization.
Other than holding protests and prayer vigils in the streets,
the organization educates young people. "We spend a lot of
time in the classrooms spreading the (pro-life) message to
students from grade school to grad school," said Gallagher.
With the help of advanced sonogram technology that shows
images inside the womb, many young people see a "fetus" as a
human being.
While abortion rates among today's youth is declining,
abstinence is growing. The Centers for Disease Control cited
that the abortion rate dropped 22.6 percent for women under
the age of 19 during the 90s, largely due to abstinence-based
education. Perhaps in today's sexually entrenched society,
teens and college-aged Americans choose to go against the
grain and remain sexually pure until marriage. In the State
Physicians Resource Council's report, 11 physicians
researched the major drop in teen birth rates in the 90s. The
report revealed that a majority of teens, 52 percent, are choosing abstinence, compared to 40 percent in 1990.
While the pro-life numbers are growing, abortion advocates' numbers are shrinking, along with their cause. Abortion is a relic of the 60s and 70s "free love" movement of our
parents' generation. Proponents of abortion had us figured
wrong. They assumed that once the handful of right-wing
religious extremists died off, they would be free of controversy. They assumed their college-educated, yuppie children
would be enlightened and embrace their "right" to an abortion. Yet we simply are not conforming; and not only that, we
are holdkspeaking against it.

k U O I What unique Thanksgiving traditions do you enjoy?

"Seeing my family, eating
lots of stuffing, and taking a
polar bear swim in the
ocean."

"I don't eat turkey. I eat
pizza because I'm really
picky. We go to the movies
after Thanksgiving dinner."

'Eat waffles."

"This year I am moving into
my new house and training
in northern Virginia with a
Judo Blackbelt."

—Tara Boemmel, So.
Bethany Beach, Del.

—Jeremy Leary, Jr.
Northpaynefield, N.J.

-Chad Petree, Sr.
Jacksonville, Fla.

—Derek Murrell, Jr.
Billerica, Mass.

i

"Grandma takes out her
dentures to whistle Amazing
Grace."

-Joe Alderson, Jr.
Danville, Va.
Michael lioxel
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fun fact of the week

picks of the week
• 11/18 Karaoke in the Dining Hall
Try your talents out on the rest of the student body at 9 p.m. in the
Reber Thomas Dining Hall. Spots are limited to availability, so be
sure to arrive early to get your name on the list.

• 11/21 Men's Basketball vs. Miami of Ohio
Delay your Thanksgiving break just a few hours, and come cheer on
the Flames as they face Miami of Ohio at 5 p.m. on Friday afternoon.

Life

Macy's is the world's second largest
consumer of helium. The United States
government is the first.
t

Tnkcti from www.nyevisit.com
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Thanksgiving in
Action at Liberty
By Richard Gretsky
REPORTER

his holiday season the Campus
Pastor's Office has numerous activities scheduled for the students on
campus and these activities are not without a purpose.
"It truly should be a time when we
reflect on the goodness of God in our lives
and also to share in that goodness with others," campus pastor Dwayne Carson said.
Thus, these events were scheduled to
enhance and focus the spiritual lives of
the students.
"As we reflect on everything the Lord
has done for us, we are moved to respond
in gratitude to Him," Leslie Lanata, office
assistant to Carson, said. "Specifically
during this time, we want to respond to
Him with worship, hospitality, giving and
mission."
The first event that the Campus
Pastor's
office
planned
was
a
Thanksgiving communion campus church
service. Last Wednesday, regular campus
church was highlighted by a time of com-

T

munion, worship and reflection on what
the Lord has done on the campus and in
the lives of those on campus.
One day after this campus church service around 1200 high school students
arrived for the second College for a
Weekend of this fall semester.
Through this weekend, ministry from
the school and the student body had "the
opportunity to respond to the goodness
and generosity of God during this
Thanksgiving season through hospitality," Lanata said.
Also, in the spirit of thankfulness,
"Thanksgiving in Action" will be held in
convocation on November 19. It is an
offering that provides the opportunity for
students to give support to two local ministries and one that is in New York.
"It's a good way to put feet to our gratefulness," Carson said.
The specific ministries that will be
aided through the offering are The
Center, The Bedford County Group Home
and The Love Kitchen. The Center is an
inner-city
ministry
in
downtown
Lynchburg that teaches, mentors and

tutors students from local
schools. It is an outreach of
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
The Bedford Country Group
Home shelters 10 to 18-yearolds who are victims of abuse,
neglect or have no one to care
for them. The Love Kitchen is
an outreach of Manhattan
Bible Church in New York. It
feeds and preaches the gospel
to homeless people from the
streets of New York City.
There will be some Liberty
students who will be spending not only their money,
but also their time ministering during the Thanksgiving
holiday this year. These students will be traveling to
Santa Fe, Argentina on a
mission trip with Light
SUSAN WHITLEY
Ministries.
CAMPUS COMMUNION—LU student passes the tray at the
Other activities provided Campus Communion Service on Nov. 12.
by the Campus Pastor's
Office this semester are the Living Church and Christmas convocation on the
Christmas Tree at Thomas Road Baptist last Friday before exams.

Going home for the first time?
By Joy Abbott
REPORTER

urkey, stuffing, homemade
bread and a larger-than-life
Charlie Brown floating over
Time Square; Thanksgiving Day is
just around the corner. Students are
frantically trying to research minor
prophets for Bible 105 and the meaning of Robert Frost's poetry for
English 100 before "turkey day"
arrives. We eagerly look forward to
the weeklong

T

Thanksgiving break before jumping
into the madness of finals week. For
many freshmen, this will be their
first trip home.
Over the past week I talked to five
freshmen
going
home
for
Thanksgiving. Dan Rohrer is a freshman in the nursing program ("and
proud of it!"). Angelica Schmitt and
Jannell Calvin are both freshmen
majoring in youth ministry. Laura
Honnol is a freshman vocal performance major. Finally, Heather Neeb is
a freshman in the general studies
program. These students shared
what they are most and least looking
forward to about their trip home.
The first trip home is filled
with expectations and
anticipation. Freshmen
are eager to see if things
have changed back home
and curious to how they
will fit in after being
away at school. So, what

are they most looking forward to?
"I don't have to wear flip flops in
the shower, I don't have to share a
room with two girls and I can wear
whatever I want without thinking
about dress code beforehand. I can
sing whenever I want to, wherever I
want to, without disturbing any one
else! I can't wait!" Calvin exclaimed.
"I get to have Thanksgiving dinner at my best friends' house,"
Neeb said.
"Visiting with family I don't get to
see as often as I used to, sharing my
life here with them," said Rohrer.
Though the friends we make at
college often last for a lifetime, nothing can replace the people back
home. Schmitt said she is most looking forward to seeing her younger
brother, while Rohrer is looking forward to seeing his family and two
best friends the most. Neeb also said
she cannot wait to see her life-long
best friend.

All of us have come up with meth- students still have a few reservations.
ods for maintaining our sanity while During the school year they have
at school. In the stressful weeks changed and they realize that things
between midterms and finals, many at home have probably changed too
freshmen have already started plan- (most students tend to think a sibning their trip home. The first things ling or parents have taken over their
on the agenda: "Giving my little room since they've been away).
brother a hug," Schmitt; "Take a
"Everyone is going to have college
shower and eat as much non-cafete- friends they are telling stories about,
ria food as possible,"
and you won't know who they are,!'
Calvin and Honnol plan on catch- Neeb observed.
ing up with some close friends.
Honnol was more then slightly
What's the plan after these stu- nervous, "To be quite honest, I'm
dents have their first encounters nervous that things will have
with home?
changed for the worse and that
Schmitt, "I want to go to youth people will think I have changed
group, but I'm not sure I'll be for the worse."
able to."
With Nov. 21 only days away,
"I want to make sure I bake cook- Schmitt, Honnol, Neeb, Calvin
ies!" said Honnol.
and Rohrer, as well as all the
"I'm going to go to my high other freshmen, will soon be on
school's football game against the their way to enjoying the comrival school," said Neeb.
forts of home (and learning the
Though they are eagerly looking fate of their bedrooms).
forward to their first trip home, the

:,.

amyjordan
A time of feasting
t's that time of year when our thoughts
just naturally turn to food. Turkey and
stuffing and your mom's pumpkin pie are
the thoughts running through your head as
you stay up until all hours completing the
papers and projects that are due before break
In just a few short days, most of us will be
leaving Liberty to celebrate the holiday with
our friends and loved ones. And, if you're like
my family, that celebration will revolve primarily around food.
Some of my first memories of celebrating
Thanksgiving focus on preparing the
Thanksgiving meal. The night before my
mom and I would prepare all of the pies,
emphasis on the word all. It was not a complete Thanksgiving in our family without at
least three different types of pies, not to mention a couple of other desserts for variety.
Crumbling cornbread for the stuffing with
my mom while we watched the Thanksgiving
Day parade is a memory that sticks out for
me. 'Hie entire day we would spend in the
kitchen together, creating this lavish meal for
our family. Some of my happiest childhood
memories are from those days that my mom

I

and I spent together in our kitchen. My dad
and brother would come in and out, primarily with the purpose of sneaking food, before
they would retreat back to their world of football, and eventually in our family history,
keeping the baby entertained.
In the spirit of such upcoming
feasts, I watched a foreign film that
came from a story by Isak Dineson
with my roommate the other night.
The movie, entitled "Babette's
Feast," tells the story of a young
French woman who is exiled from
France, and is taken in by two
Danish spinsters. During the
course of the movie, Babette
wins the lottery, and spends
her money to create a lavish French dinner party for
these spinster women who
have become her family,
and the members of their
little church.
This simple story shows
the love and joy that
Babette receives from
preparing this beautiful meal.
Half of the fun of the movie is
watching this grumpy, querulous group of Danish church
people who are unable to

i

resist the pleasure that eating Babette's feast dant life that Christ has given us; to take joy
brings. While Babette provides a literal feast in Christ and in the gifts of his creation.
for the spinsters and their fellow congregaJohn Piper commented that, "we have
tion, she also provides them with an implied in a thousand ways that the virtue of
opportunity to "feast" on an entirely an act diminishes to the degree you enjoy
different level. These Danish peo- doing it, and that doing something because it
ple, through the magic and pleas- yields happiness is bad."
ure of this elaborate feast, are
What is it that you love doing? Whatever it
able to enjoy one another's is that brings you the most pleasure, whether
company and to heal wounds it's cooking a feast like Babette, or painting,
that were inflicted years or writing, do it and take pleasure in it. If your
before the feast. It was only passion is something as mundane and ordithrough Babette's sacrifice of nary as balancing the books for your accounther small fortune that the ing classes, caring for children, or petitioning '
congregation was able to for your honors thesis, do it with the passion
truly experience a feast.
God has given you. Refuse to live a bland,
Like the sour, mediocre life.
unhappy members of
Another leading apologist, John Rankin,
the Danish congre- described God's command in the veiy begingation, many of us ning of Genesis. In the very first chapter, God
are living our lives told Adam "you are free to eat." Rankin com-'
without feasting. mented that, as Christians, we've been given
It's the season of "an unlimited menu of good choices."
turkey and ham
Are you feasting this Thanksgiving? As
and pumpkin you head home to your friends and loved
pie, but most of ones and thoughts of sweet potatoes and
us have lost our pecan pie invade your thoughts, don't forappetite for the get about the feast that is in front of you at
real feast. What this very moment. Live fully, and take
does it mean to feast? great pleasure in what God has put before
It means to live the abun- you. Embrace the feast.
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"Touching Heaven, Shaping
Earth" shapes writers at LU
By Amy Jordan

other visiting speakers
and faculty, such as
Gene Edward Veith,
4 4 f I ^here may never be anything cultural
editor
of
I new to say, but there is World magazine, and
J L always a new way to say it," the author of Reading
Flannery O'Connor, a well-known Between the Lines: A
Guide to
Christian
author
once
stated. Christian
Robert
"Touching Heaven, Shaping Earth," the Literature,
writer's conference held at Liberty Elmer, a children's
author,
and
University on Nov. 14 and 15, provided book
an opportunity for both writers and Angela Elwell Hunt,
I, teachers of writing to develop their the author of The Tale
skills with the written word. A primary of Three Trees and 99
focus of the conference centered on other books. Liberty
faculty
developing a Christian worldview for University
included
Dr.
Kathie
writing in today's culture.
Johnson,
the
chair
of
The conference began on Friday
the
department
of
evening at 6 p.m. with a banquet held
in the newly decorated the Grand teacher education and
Lobby. Dr. Leland Ryken shared the Deborah Huff, commukeynote address for the banquet. nications professor and
Ryken is the Clyde S. Kilby Professor of the advisor for the
Champion.
English at Wheaton College in Illinois. Liberty
Other
speakers
for the
He is the well-known author of books
event
included
Linda
such as The Christian
Imagination:
Kemp
and
Kara
The Practice of Faith in Literature and
DeLong.
Writing and Windows to the World:
The
sessions
Literature in Christian Perspective.
offered
on
Saturday
Ryken, a quiet, unassuming man,
SAMANTIIA EDWARDS
captivated his audience on Friday night afternoon ranged in
subject
matter.
,1with the profound words that he
A CULTURAL CONNECTION—Dr. Leland Ryken delivers the
shared on what it means to be a Everything from writ- keynote address to the attendees of the Writers' confering about and writing
iChristian writer.
ence on Friday evening in the Grand Lobby.
"The Word has a special sanctity for to the culture given by
I think that's the best way to effect the
Christians," Ryken said, referencing Veith to developing a
world through writing, because ultithe first chapter of John in his address. passion for writing given by Elmer.
Liberty alumnus Hunt offered class- mately God is about people. If we're
Ryken went on to say, "The God of our
es
on self-editing for fiction, story writing about real people, we're writing
faith is a creative God. To be a writer
structure
and effective characteriza- real stories" commented senior Paul
means to share God's capacity for maktion.
Elwell
advised students to, "Read! Faust.
i n g a new thing."
Read
anything
and everything you can
"I really enjoyed Leland Ryken's sesDuring his address Ryken shared
get
your
hands
on," as a way to devel- sion 'Inviting the Muse: How authors
with his audience the importance of
compose.' I enjoyed him in the class"content and form, that Christians are op their writing skills.
Many students attended the confer- room setting, and the way that he
called to be accurate observers of life
and the necessity of expressing those ence, taking advantage of the opportu- broke down his writing into the differnity to learn how to hone their writing. ent elements that are involved in the
observations artistically.
Saturday included various lectures "The characterization session really creation of writing," said senior Kathy
and classes held by Ryken and many gave us a way to depict real people, and Pierce, an English major attending the
conference. "I appreciated the way
that he made it easier for young writers
to understand the process," added senior Kathleen Pierce.
"The writer's conference has given
me a good sense of both the positive
and negative aspects of writing professionally. It's given me great insight as
to how to go about pursuing writing
professionally—both as an artist and a
Christian," commented senior English
major Jonathan Samuelson. "It's also
given me a chance to wear this really
neat name tag," Samuelson added.
Ryken encouraged Liberty students
seeking to develop their writing and to
write on a professional level. "Have
the conviction of the worth and the
value of what they're doing. I encourage Liberty students to believe that the
KATHLEEN PIERCE
talent they have for writing is a gift
AFTER DINNER CONVERSATION—Dr. Karen Prior and English major Jonathan Samuelson
from God," Ryken said.
LIFE! EDITOR

mingle with conference speakers Gene Veith and Robert Elmer at the banquet.

Know

DAN MARTIN
Hometown: Sweet Valley, Penn.
Favorite Verse: James 2:19
Words to live by: Better to be thought of as
an idiot, than to open your mouth and remove
all doubt.
Accomplishment you are most proud of: I
won sixth place in an international competition
for table tennis.
If I could spend a day with anyone in the
world it would be: Brad Pitt—I want to know
what makes him so hot.
Most treasured material possession: My
cheap guitar.
Favorite movie: Any of the Indiana Jones
movies
My ideal Saturday would be: Waking up early
at sunrise, biking in the morning, coming back
and making a big lunch,then going to the park
with friends.
If I could only eat at one restaurant for the
rest of my life I would want it to be: Sheetz
Favorite Book Growing Up: In His Steps by
Charles Sheldon
What I look for in a girl: Honesty, and someone who is real.
Favorite thing about the holidays: Getting
together with my family.
Where I see myself ten years after Liberty: I
want to be owner of my own company.
What I'm most grateful for: My awesome parents and family.
—Compiled by Amy Jordan, LIFE! editor

The Chronicles of Narnia:
Delighting students of all ages
By Camie Poplaski
REPORTER

ith all the mass quantities of reading handed
out by professors every
day the last thing most college
student want to think about is
more reading. Even the thought
of "pleasure reading" by the time
we get all the assigned reading
done can make us cringe, but let
me take you to a land where children rule, animals talk and trees
are good and evil. Where is this
land I am talking about? No further than your library shelf.
C.S. Lewis was a great
Christian author who wrote
many books in his lifetime
including, Mere Christianity and
Screwtape Letters, but my alltime favorites that he wrote were
the books in The Chronicles of
Narnia series.
The Chronicles of Narnia is a
seven book series that Lewis
started writing to amuse four
children that happened to be at
his house when London was

W

evacuated during WWII. Lewis
By the time Lewis finished, he
was shocked that the children had written seven books in the
didn't know more imaginative series that he fondly called The
stories and so he hastily wrote
down the opening lines of a story
about four children who were
then named Ann, Martin,
Rose and Peter. Just
like the children at
Lewis' house
Ann,
Martin, Rose and Peter
were sent away from
London because of air
raids on the city.
Lewis didn't get
very far in the beginning, but a few years
later he picked the
story back up and
began writing. As his
story took shape, the
children's names were
changed to Peter, Susan,
Edmund and Lucy. These characters quickly found their way to a
magical land called Narnia by Chronicles
of
Narnia.
passing through a wardrobe door. Throughout the series the reader
After a few years and a lot of cre- is introduced to many different
ativity, Lewis had written one of characters such as, Puddleglum
the most popular series in fiction. the Marshwiggle, Reepicheep a
:

feisty mouse, the Dufflepuds and
a few other children. Although
the characters seem hard to keep
up with, there is one character
that remains the same throughout
all the books; his name is Asian.
Asian is a lion and paints an
amazing comparison to
Christ and who He is to us.
For Christians the spiritual similarities are not hard to
find.
The Chronicles of
Narnia can be used as a
great witnessing tool as
many people have read
them and nearly everyone who has finished
the series has to read it
more than once.
I was introduced
to The Chronicles of
Narnia when I was little
and enjoyed the luxury of
evenings at home with family
when we could have devotions
together. During our devotion
time, we always read a few chapters
out of a book. Through this family
time we all loved the series so much
that we finished it twice and 1 went

on to read it two more times.
The series was not written in
order and the older printed versions are still in the original order
that Lewis wrote them. However,
the story line is much easier to
follow if you read them from the
beginning book (though not the
first written). The series consists
of, The Magician's Nephew, The
Lion, The Witch and The
Wardrobe, The Horse and His
Boy, Prince Caspian, The Voyage
of the Dawn Treader, and The
Last Battle.
Although Lewis
claimed that the "best" of these
books was The Last Battle, my
favorite is still The Lion, The
Witch, and the Wardrobe. In The
Last Battle, good and evil fight for
the last time, but the end may
have an expected twist.
If nothing else, this review has
made me want to read the series
all over again! Dive into this
series. It's great to read a book at
a time or even just a chapter at a
time, but either way, it has to
beat homework!
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Men's Basketball Preview: Tough scheduling
By Andrew Martin
SI'nltTSIDITOK

The excitement was back last
year. 8,100 screaming fans rocked
the Vines Center in the Flames final
game of the season. The program
now looks to build upon that success
in the second year of Coach Dunton's
reign.
A14-15 record last season gave the
Flames the nation's fifth-best turnaround, but more importantly was
the 8-6 conference record, giving
them a second place conference finish for the regular season and solidifying their positions as contender in
the Big South for the future.
"We're moving from the transition stage to establishing a program,"
Coach Dunton said.
Last year the team only had seven
players on scholarship, this year they
have a full complement of scholarship players who are helping move
this team in a positive direction.
Five seniors return, giving them
an added edge of experience and
leadership that had been lacking.
Louvon Sneed, Ryan Mantlo, Jason
Sarchet, Glyn Turner and Gabe
Martin are all back for their final season with the Flames.
"The seniors are a huge upside for
our team," Dunton said. "They provide commitment and leadership
while sacrificing themselves to get
better."
Martin led the team in points per
game last year, averaging 15.1 and
was awarded for his contribution
with a first-team all conference
honor last season, while this season
being named to the preseason allconference team.
He played in summer leagues and
some pro-am tournaments to polish
HIGH FLYER - Gabe Martin had many his skills through being around highdunks in the preseason, now he stars caliber players.
in the real show starting Friday night.
"I see myself as a piece of the puz-

zle that has to fit in wherever the
team needs me, on and off the court,"
Martin said of his role to the team.
In total, the Flames return five of
their top six scorers, who provided
78 percent of the total offense last
season, while only losing one main
offensive player, Vince Okotie.
Jeremy Monceaux and fellow
guard Mantlo are also returning to
the backcourt.
Mantlo, the team captain, logged
1,024 minutes of playing time last
year, sixth overall in Liberty's hoops
histoiy, and averaged 11.2 points and
4.5 rebounds per contest. He also led
the team in steals with 57.
Monceaux is coming off a very
productive freshman year where he
earned Big South All-Rookie team
honors and started 26 games. He
averaged 8.8 points per contest.
Throw into the mix a highly touted recruiting class ranked 59th in the
nation by Hoop Scoop magazine in
their "Final Rankings of the Top
Recruiting Classes for the Class of
2003" that includes Larry Blair,
David Dees, Hope Segun and Leo
Lightbourne and the table appears
set for a successful season.
The trials will comefromthe tough
schedule ahead of them. Dunton has
scheduled a high-profile mid-major
slate that will test the team in the nonconference part of the season with
quality opponents early.
"If we can find a way to be successful early, it will go a long way,"
Coach said. "It will breed a lot of confidence in the kids."
Among the opponents the Flames
will face are high-major teams such
as Iowa State and Arizona, as well as
mid-major teams Arkansas State,
Miami of Ohio and William & Mary,
as well as the always-brutal Big
South Conference.
Blair, who has used the preseason

as preparation to aid his jump from
high school to college, is looking at
the opening night game against
Miami of Ohio as an important game
for the men. "The first game will set
the standard for us," he said.
One of the highlights of the nonconference calendar is the trip to
Anchorage, Alaska for the "Great
Alaskan Shootout." Alaska is where
Dunton and one of his assistant
coaches Chuck Martin coached high
school basketball.
The prestigious tournament has
Purdue and Seton Hall in the event,
and if the Flames are able to get past
Canisius in the first round of the
tournament, they will face perennial
power Duke on national television.
"This is for all of us to evaluate
where the program is at currently,
plus the school reaps the benefits of
exposure such as recruiting opportunities," Dunton said of the Shootout.
After the first few months, the
men will settle into their conference
season where they are predicted to
finish second.
The main opposition can come
from any of the teams, along with the
usual suspect of Winthrop.
Under Gregg Marshall, the Eagles
have won four out of five conference
championships with the only loss
coming last season.
UNC Asheville will be building
upon their championship season
from a year ago, while Radford
returns
its
backcourt
and
Birmingham-Southern follows its
legendary coach Duane Reboul.
Last year's team lost in the semifinals of the tournament. Anything
short of a conference championship
will be disappointing.
"Our goals are to get to the NCAA
tournament," Dunton said. "We have
to know that we did the very best we
can."

1 03-04 Schedule II
Nov 21 Miami (OH)

7 p.m.

Nov 23 ® W & M

2 p.m.

Nov 27 @ Canisius

10 p.m.

Nov 28 @TBA

TBA

Nov 29 @TBA

TBA

VBC 9

V1U

7 p.m.

Dec 8

Ark. State

7 p.m.

Dec 11 UT-Chat.

7 p.m.

Dec 13 @ Iowa St.

1p.m.

Dec 18 @0DU

7 p.m.

Dec 28 ©Arizona

TBA

Dec 30 @TBA

TBA

Jan 3

@ Coastal

7 p.m.

Jan 5

@ Char. Sou. 7:30 p.m.

Jan 8

UNC Ash.

8:30 p.m.

Jan 10 High Point

7 p.m.

Jan 14 ©Radford

7 p.m.

Jan 20

VMI

7 p.m.

Jan 22

@ Birm.-Sou. 8:30 p.m.

Jan 29

Winthrop

7 p.m.

Jan 31 @ High Pout 7 p.m.
Feb 4

@ UNC Ash.

7 p.m.

Feb 7

Coastal Car.

7 p.m.

Feb 9

Char. South.

8:30 p.m.

Feb 14 Birm-South.

8:30 p.m.

Feb 18 ©Winthrop

8:30 p.m.

Feb 21 @VMI

1 p.m.

Feb 25 @UNC-Green. 7 p.m.
Feb 28 Radford

7 pan.

Mar 2

BS Quart.

7 p.m.

Mar 4

BSSemJ.

TBA

Mar 6

BS Champ.

2 p.m.

The Bottom
i

LINE

By Pat Doney

With the weather outside becoming more miserable by the day, the only thing
sports fans can really be excited about is the beginning of the NBA season. Here's my
outlook on the year ahead and some important things I think you should know that
happened during the off-season:

Attention
Nursing Students!
Are you looking for hands
on experience?
We have the perfect
opportunity for you!
Gain experience and
serve God.

We are looking for nursing students who want to travel with MedMissions
For more information contact:
Carl & Gina Bottorfat

1. Let's start with the funniest thing I've ever heard. This past summer, Wang Zhi
Zhi, a 7-foot Chinese backup center for the Los Angeles Clippers, RAN AWAY from
his agent and the team. The Chinese group in charge of making sure Wang stays out
of trouble had to make a nationally televised statement asking to inform them if
anyone saw Mr. Zhi Zhi. Honestly people, how hard can it be to find a 7-foot
Chinese guy?
2. Lebron James is very good, and his play opening night against the Kings proved
that. My only issue is LJ getting crowned with the name "King James." Don't get me
wrong here. Lebron very well could run the show we all know as the NBA in a few years,
but a kid just getting out of the I-can't-hang-out-because-my-Mom-said-so stage is not
the "King of the League." Give him a few years and then talk to me.
3. The Lakers will once again wear the ring this season. If the Eastern Conference AllStar team matched up against LA, chances are that Jason Kidd would lose another big
game (three strikes you're out, buddy!). Tell me any team that matches up with
"Showtime," and I'll tell you you're wrong. Although there may be players that are better
than an individual Laker starter, there are no teams that can out-play LA in more than
three spots. I'd say that four titles in five years isn't too shabby.
4. The biggest disappointment of the summer was the Kobe Bryant incident in Eagle
County, Colorado. Unless your name is Robinson Crusoe I'm sure you've heard the details
more often than you've been told about the Purpose Driven Life. A huge shocker recently hit me while reading about the case on ESPN.com. An article talked of the same sheriff that arrested Bryant personally purchasing 76 t-shirts to hand out to fellow employees.
These shirts had a picture of a hangman with the number "8" on the man's chest, and on
the back, a list of prices for a plane flight to Colorado, an average hotel price in Eagle
County and the phrase, "Going to Colorado without your wife: priceless." Reread this
paragraph again. Wow. I'm hoping someone else is smart enough to realize that this is
becoming a popularity stunt for the Eagle County Sheriffs Department.
5. The hype and anticipation for the upcoming season makes Christmas seem boring
to a 5-year-old-kid-at-heart (like myself). With match-ups like Lebron vs. Carmelo and
the Lakers/Kings, this year has the potential to be one of the most exciting tenures the
NBA has seen in a long time.

434-239-7927
Stay tuned to the Bottom Line for all major updates of the upcoming season. If
you have questions, comments, or are just really bored and want to junk mail someone, feel free to e-mail me at thebottomlineguy@yahoo.com.

or e-mail us at medmissions@aol.com

DON'T ADVERTISE!
Your business doesn't need any more customers.
You don't need to reach the more than 8,000 students, staff and faculty here on campus
You don't need to keep up with your competitors.
You don't need more money.
You don't need to advertise.
Don't call us at (434)582-2128.
!
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Volleyball: A week of
sheer domination of all
three Big South Opponents
Continued from Page 12

MIKETROXBL

ALL WRAPPED UP - With the win over Coastal Carolina, the Flames finish the conference season
second with a 3-1 record, which is good enough for a second place finish behind Gardner-Webb.

Football:

BS runner-up

Continued from Page 12

Down by seven, the Flames forced a
fumble on Coastal's first possession, which
was returned by Seth Reichart for a touchdown. With the score tied and the momentum swinging towards the home team, the
offense took the field and a few plays later
Goodman found the end zone for the second time in the game. That score gave the
Flames a seven-point lead at 21-14.
Quarterback Gus Condon connected
with Sam Gado for a 40-yard touchdown
strike to open the Fourth Quarter.
However, yet another Liberty fumble led
to a quick touchdown for Coastal. Liberty
led 28-21 but appeared to be slightly on
the ropes, until the game-winning interceptions by Liberty's defensive backs.
A Scott Kiovsky field goal put the
Flames up by 10, and the Harris interception yielded the 38-21 final score.
J.R. Barley started the game at quarterback and tossed five completions for
58 yards. Condon replaced Barley midway through the game and passed for 54
yards and a touchdown.
With running back Dre Barnes sidelined for all but one play, Goodman and
Gado were forced to do most of the
heavy lifting for the Flames ground
attack. Even with Barnes out, the
Flames rushing game never missed a
beat as the team combined for a total of
320 yards on the ground.
Goodman started at back and dashed
for a total of 190 yards. Gado played
backup and was able to bulldoze his way
through the Coastal defense for 116 yards.
Wide receiver Ryan Grigsby led all
receivers for both teams, by snagging
three receptions for a total of 43 yards.
The win catapults LU to a record of

5-6, with a conference mark of three
wins and a single loss. Liberty has won
three games in a row for the first time
since the '97 season. By beating Coastal,
Liberty secured a second-place finish in
the increasingly competitive Big South
Conference.
The Flames season finale will be played
against Hofstra University, from the
Atlantic Ten Conference. Game time is set
for 1:30 p.m. in Williams Stadium.
Liberty 69 , Norfolk St. 21
LIBERTY
Passing
J.R. Barley
G. Condon
TEAM

ATT
10
4
U

COM YDS
58
554
3
112
8

TO
0
1
1

INT
0
0
1

Rushing
E. Goodman
S. Gado
J.R. Barley
TEAM

ATT
31
17
2
52

YDS
190
116
18
320

LNG
39
21
6
39

TD
2
0
0
2

Receiving
R. Grigsby
S. Gado
TEAM

CAT
3
2
8

YDS
43
42
112

LNG
20
40
40

TD
0
1
1

Coastal Carolina
Passing
ATT
11
T. Thigpen
9
R. McKinnon
20
TEAM

COM
7
1
8

YDS
105
7
112

TD
2
0
2

match at 30-24.
Tkachuk led the Flames with 13 kills on
She was one of four Flames in double the day. Belk and McKeown each added
figures on the night. Senior Tatiana nine kills apiece. McKeown was excited to
Tkachuk finished with 14 kills. Jennifer get revenge on BSC. "It's amazing," she
Belk, who managed her fourth consecu- said. "We've been waiting for this the
tive double-double, added 12 kills and 11 whole second round. We've been ready
digs. McKeown provided with 11 kills and for this game. We knew who they were
10 digs. On the win, Junior Kristin Colson going to go to and when we killed them
finished with 50 assists.
30-7 that first game, it felt really good."
Belk thought that every player added to
With the victory, the Lady Flames set a
the win Friday night. "Everyone was on. new school record with 13 conference
It didn't matter who we went to," she said. wins. "This is definitely a good way to finRudnick agreed that the win was impor- ish my senior year," McKeown said. "The
tant. "I think we were really pumped up girls have played great, and I'm just happy
because it was Senior Night and there we could finish on top." McKeown added
were a lot of fans here and that helped."
that the team has a great deal of confiSaturday afternoon fans saw three sen- dence going into next week's tournament.
iors play their final game in the Vines "This gives us a huge boost of confidence
Center. McKeown, Tkachuk and Teresa because now we know that we can beat
Passamani were all honored prior to the any team we come across."
match. It was perhaps the most imporAs the Lady Flames travel to Alabama
tant win for the Flames moral going into for the tournament next week, they must
the tournament, as Birmingham-Southern continue to play at the same level in order
visited "the Furnace." It was the Panthers to be victorious. "We know that we have
who gave Liberty its last loss. They were to bring it every time we step onto the
able to take the Flames in three games court, because everyone's out to get us,"
then, but the tides turned Saturday as the Belk said. We're number one and we're
match began. The first game was a com- the team to beat so we have to step up and
plete annihilation, as the Lady Flames play our best every time."
won 30-7. They dominated with the first
nine points of the game, scoring 13 total
kills and being opposed only by five. They 1 Big South Standings 1
led at one point 27-5 before finishing the
TEAM
Overall Conference
match.
Game two was much closer. It appeared
Liberty
13-1
22-10
that the Panthers were back on track.
Coastal Carolina 20-10
11-3
Their defense, improved dramatically
from game one, started to destroy
Winthrop
10-4
21-11
Liberty's front line. The Panthers got
9-5
UNCAsheville
16-9
their largest lead out to three late in the
game before the Flames were able to
6-7
14-14
Birm.-Southern
mount a comeback and win the game 303-11
Char. Southern 15-18
25. Game three was close as well and was
tied at 9-9. Then, Tkachuk broke the tie
2-11
3-26
Radford
with a kill and put the Flames up for good.
1-13
8-37
They then went on a 13-4 run, closing the
High Point

INT
0
2
2

Rushing
T. Thigpen
P. Hall '
R. McKinnon
TEAM

ATT
11
14
7
41

YDS
60
26
19
118

LNG
25
9
19
25

TD
0
0
0
1

Receiving
D. Williams
C. Noble
TEAM

CAT
3
3
8

YDS
35
33
112

LNG
13
26
37

TD
1
1
2

Campus
Calendar

2 0 0 3 / 2 0 0 4

MIKETROXEL

GAME WINNER - Jeff Smale ripped the game-winning shot 47 seconds into the overtime period
against the University of Maryland. Liberty won the contest by a 7-6 score.

C l a s s i f i e d s
Deadline:

Business Hours:

4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday

(434) 582-2128

N o v 18Student Life Presents Karaoke in the Dining Hall, 9 pm

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line

$1.00

Champion Special:
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty.
NO CHANGES.

ALL

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rates:
Open/Commercial
$3.67 - 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.75 - 1st 15 words
18(J each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

IS

PREPAID

NOV 2 1 Men's Basketball vs Miami of Ohio, Vines Center

^•r
NOV 2 2 LU Football vs Hofstra, 1:30 pm, Williams Stadium

Re*t

2 bedroom , 1 bath terrace level,
furnished
duplex,
large
rooms, lots of cabinets
in
kitchen,
washer/dryer
hookup. $365 per month.
Immaculately
maintained,
only 8 minutes to LU! One year
lease, no pets, prefer married
couples. Call 239-6082, leave a
message.

>J0V 2 5 Lady Flames Basketball vs VCU, 7 pm, Vines Center

MOV 2 5 International Thanksgiving dinner at David's Place
Want your announcement shown here?
Email it to advertising@liberty.edu. Make sure to include
all necessary information and a contact number.

\

M

I M M

2 bedroom 1 bath duplex, beautiful hardwood floors, ceiling
fans, large kitchen with
dining area, $370/month.
Immaculately
maintained,
only 8 minutes to LU! One year
lease, no pets, prefer married
couples. Call 239-6082, leave a
message.

Call
a 4

t e

Trarel
***ACT NOW!
Book
11
people, get 12th trip free.
Group discounts for 6+
www.sprinebreakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202

SPRING BREAK. 2004 WITH
STUDENTC1TY.COM!
Get
hooked up with Free Trips,
Cash, and VIP status as a campus rep! Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early,
for FREE MEALS and 150%
lowest price guaranteed! To
r e s e r v e o n l i n e or view
our p h o t o g a l l e r y , v i s i t
www.studentcity.com or call
888-SPR1NG BREAK!

got
t e «t a

)

MMMIM

Fer

Reat

2 bedroom, 1 bath terrace level
duplex, carpet throughout,
washer included, $360/month,
water included. Immaculately
maintained, only 8 minutes to
LU! One year lease, no pets,
prefer married couples. Call
239-6082, leave a message.

Fer

Sale

TOWNHOUSE: #87 at the
Forest, on Link Rd. 2 BD,
2 Bath, newly remodeled,
ready
to
move
into.
$74,500, Details on website:
www.geocities.com/angelplacex3
or call 434-384-6466 for
appointment.
Do you buy your books online'.'
Participate in our survey-bmandclMlllli/ lll>lll\ fill I
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Men's Basketball

The Bottom Line

Preseason number
two in DuntoiTs
second year as head

Columnist Pat
Doney talks about
the NBA so far
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(434) 582-2124

Lady Flames capture regular season
By Ben Cates
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

As far back as October 18, the Big South
Conference standings were up for grabs.
But the Lady Flames will recall that date as
the day they last suffered a loss. Since then,
the squad has closed the season with nine
straight victories and earned the Big South
regular season title.
Under Head Coach Chris Phillips the
team has amassed a record of 22-10, and
closed the season Saturday afternoon with a
conference record of 13-1. They continued
to set records as they beat Radford last
Tuesday night by a score of 3-1. By defeating the Highlanders, Liberty officially
clinched the regular season title and earned
their 20th victory of the year. The Lady
Flames have now won 20 games or more in
three of the last four seasons. The win
marked the 13th time in school history that

a Liberty volleyball team has reached the
20-win plateau.
The squad must now look ahead to the
Big South Tournament, which begins on
November 20. "If we play very aggressive
ball, I think that will get us through,"
Phillips said of the upcoming challenge.
"We have to make sure we don't get anybody
hurt in the tournament, but we play all out."
Senior Erin McKeown echoed the sentiments of her teammates concerning finishing in first place going into tournament play.
"It's definitely a good way to finish my senior year. The girls have played great and I'm
just really happy we could come out on top."
With all pressure of the title removed, the
team still played its dominant game this past
weekend. Friday evening was Senior Night
as the Lady Flames took on UNC Asheville.
The Bulldogs, who were picked to finish second in the BSC Preseason poll, were 8-4 in

Liberty Flames, 38

the conference and stood alone in fourth
place. Liberty won the match in three games
by a score of 30-25, 30-26, and 30-25. The
first game was by far the most intense. The
Flames were up 29-21 and unable to close
the game. The Bulldogs fought back to make
it interesting, but ultimately fell as Liberty
had a .415 hitting percentage on the game.
Game two was close also, as the teams
traded points for the majority of the contest.
Liberty recorded 20 kills on the game.
UNCA led once by four points, at 18-14
before the Flames came back to score five
unanswered points. Game three was all
Flames. They led by six points at 28-22, and
won the match 30-25.
Becky Rudnick was instrumental in the
win, as she posted 16 kills.
JEN SUNSHINE

Please see VOLLEYBALL, page 11

I GOT IT - Outside hitter Rachel VanHofwegan
lunges for a ball in Saturday's contest vs. BSC.

Coastal Carolina Chanticleers, 21

Flames win
their third
in a row
By Paul Lundy
SPORTS REPORTER

On Saturday afternoon it was cold,
wet and very cloudy; the perfect
weather to watch a football game
from a nice, warm couch. However,
the brave souls who ventured out to
Williams Stadium on Saturday to witness the Flames take on the Chanticleers of Coastal Carolina, got to see a
very competitive football game.
The Flames won by the score of 3821, but the final score does not reveal
just how close the game actually was. In
fact, it was not until the final five minutes of the game, when the LU defensive unit intercepted passes, that Liberty
had the game under-control.
Erick Harris returned his interception for a touchdown, which wrapped
up the game for the Flames.
Liberty got off to a good start when
running back Eugene Goodman
crossed the goal line on a five-yard
touchdown run, which gave the
Flames an early 7-0 lead.
The Chants quickly answered,
though, and tied the game on their
next offensive possession. Back-to back fumbles by Liberty allowed
Coastal to add another touchdown
before the half. Liberty struggled
throughout much of the first half, but
came out hitting on all cylinders to
begin the second half.
MIKE TROXEI.

TOUCHDOWN MACHINE - Eugene Goodman scored two touchdowns Saturday pushing his season total to 11 including three against Norfolk St.

Coming up in LU Sports...
• 11/22 Hofstra, 1:30 p.m.

• 11/21 Miami (Ohio), 7 p.m.
• 11/23 @ William & Mary, 2 p.m.
• 11/27 @ AK Shootout, 10 p.m.
I

Basketball

• 11/20 @ Womens NIT
• 11/23 @ Womens NIT
• 11/25 VCU, 7 p.m.
>g>lk>yball

•
•
•
•

11/20 Big South Tourney
11/21 Big South Tourney
11/22 Big South Tourney
11/23 Big South Tourney

Next issue conies out after
Thanksgiving. Have a great break,
eat a lot of turkey and give thanks!

Please see FOOTBALL, PAGE 10

Soccer bows out in BS Semis Women fall in Preseason NIT
By Megan Fatkin
SPORTS REPORTER

The Liberty men's soccer team lost
in semi-finals of the Big South Championship Friday. The third-seeded
Flames fell to the second seeded
Birmingham-Southern Panthers 3-1.
The Panthers came out with intensity and scored before Liberty had a
chance to settle. At the 1:28 mark,
Michael Zaluk found Sven Simon
inside the box. Simon made no hesitations and sent the ball to the back
of the net putting BSC up 1-0.
After the goal, the game settled
down. But in the 13th minute,
Jamie Holmes turned at the top of
the box and fired from 20 yards
out. Liberty keeper K.J. Sabotchick
had no chance and the Panthers
went up 2-0.
Liberty created scoring chances of
its own, including a number of free
kicks in the Panther end but were
unable to capitalize. The Flames best

By Ben Cates

scoring chance came when Bobby
Dabbs volleyed a rocket that
screamed just wide of the post.
With five minutes left, Karim
Dietz threaded through on a break
away and scored to put the Panthers
up 3-0 going into the half.
The second half saw some line-up
changes for the Flames who were trying to get some offense going. In the
60th minute, the Flames were able to
break down the Birmingham back
line. Pavel Cancura fed the ball to
Brentley Kellum who blasted a shot
past the Panther goalkeeper scoring
Liberty's lone goal.
It was a tough battle with a combined 57 fouls and 8 yellow cards, 5
of which belonged to Liberly.
Liberty's season-ending loss
brings its record to 8-9-1. The team
said goodbye to five seniors: Cancura, Sabotchick, Kellum, Bryan
Monka and Edgard Luz.

ASST SPORTS EDITOR

The women's basketball team
traveled to Cincinnati on Friday to
take part in the first round of the
Women's NIT.
In itsfirstgame of the season, Liberty was able to stay with the Bearcats
for the majority of the game. But
Cincinnati was not to be deterred, as it
was able to hang on and win their
eighth straight home opener.
Early on, the Flames were able to
jump out to an early 11-10 lead. But the
Bearcats were able to counter-act eveiy
run that the Flames put together. The
team tried again and went on a 7-3
run, but Cincinnati came right back
behind center Debbie Merrill.
Liberty was able to come back and
tie the score at 23 shortly before halftime, but they were unable to take the
lead. Cincinnati controlled the last
minutes of the half, scoring 12 of the
lasl 15 points. The Bearcats were able

to get a 30-35 lead by forcing Liberty
center Katie Feenstra to the bench with
three early fouls.
The game only got more out of hand
in the second half, as the Bearcats
pushed their lead to 18. Cincinnati was
consistent from thefloor,as it hovered
around 50 percent for the game.
The Flames put together a run with a
little under 10 minutes remaining,
going on a 10-5 stint. Still, they were
never able to get the lead under 10, and
the Bearcats won by 11,73-62. Guard
Diana Staugaitiene led the Flames with
15 points and six assists on the night.
Feenstra and forward Kristal Tharp
contributed with 12 points apiece.
Merrill led the Bearcats with 28
points and seven rebounds on the
game.
The Lady Flames return to action
on November 25 as they take on Virginia Commonwealth in the Vines
Center.

